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Abstract: One of the most important issues in accessible science education is creating a
laboratory workspace accessible to blind students or students with visual impairments (VI).
Although these students are often provided access to the science lectures, they are usually
denied full participation in hands-on laboratory work. Current solutions to this problem focus
on providing special accommodations such as asking sighted lab partners to complete the
hands-on work. Although the accessibility of laboratory devices in modern science education
has been improved in recent years, students with VI often remain passive learners. In this work,
we developed a new artificial intelligence tool, the MSU Denver Virtual Lab Assistant (VLA),
using Amazon Web Services (AWS), Amazon Alexa Skills Kit (ASK), Alexa smart speaker, and
a microcontroller (Raspberry Pi). The VLA can be used as a virtual assistant in the lab in
combination with other access technologies and devices. The VLA allows students with VI
to perform the hands-on laboratory work by themselves simply using voice control. The VLA
can be accessed through any smartphone or Amazon Echo device to assist general science
lab procedures. The VLA is designed to be applicable to different science laboratory work.
It is also compatible with other common accessible electronic devices such as the Talking
LabQuest (TLQ). We believe that the VLA can promote the inclusion of learners with VI and be
beneficial to general accessible science education work.
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1. BACKGROUND
According to the statistics provided by the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2020), people
with a disability are less likely to work as
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) professionals than those with
no disability (19.9 percent, compared with
24.9 percent). This suggests that students with
disabilities are disproportionately discouraged from pursuing STEM education and
employment. For youth with visual impairments (VI), artificial barriers encountered in
public school science laboratories (e.g., insufficient hands-on materials, few teachers who
understand tactile learning, lack of access
to resources) may hinder their entry into the
STEM workforce (Supalo, 2005). This lack
of access to experiences with direct, handson laboratory work leads to the marginalization of students with disabilities in science.
In the case of students with VI, the lack of
vision requires this population to have spatial
awareness and be familiar with the layout of
the laboratory workspace. Often, students
with VI lack the ability to read essential
information (e.g., procedural details, safety
data, etc.) required to effectively participate
in the STEM laboratory (Field et al., 2003).
A common solution to this problem is to pair
the student with VI with a sighted lab partner,
who is called a “directed assistant” (Miner et
al., 2001). This assistant is expected to carry
out all tasks requested by the student with
VI with the exception of any task that would
violate safety protocols. This system puts the
student with VI in the role of an expert while
the assistant is a subordinate. However, students with VI who are early in their science
education may not feel qualified and/or experienced to serve in the role of expert. More
importantly, the directed assistant approach
creates a passive laboratory experience for
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the student with VI, who is excluded from
participating in the hands-on, active aspect
of science laboratory learning. The shift from
the directed assistant approach to an independent approach in a hands-on way to promote
interest in STEM careers is needed in science
education for students with VI (Supalo, 2012).
Access technology (AT) solutions are widely
used to help involve students with VI in
science learning (Rose et al., 2005). The
modern science learning environment is
becoming more equipped with accessible
and inclusive technologies, such as digital
textbooks or learning materials, online
course management systems, smartphones,
and tablet computers equipped with text-tospeech and voice dictation tools. These tools
help students with VI greatly, while still not
solving some fundamental problems faced in
the laboratory workspace. Most AT solutions
are effective at transmitting text-based information or generating the voice explanation
of collected data. However, they are unable
to convey general lab settings, interactively
answer questions, give general guidance
of lab procedures, perform calculations, or
pause after dictating a task until the student
is ready to move to the next step. In a laboratory environment, it is common for students
with VI to have more anxiety and fear due
to the complexity of the lab procedures and
the unknown status of all lab materials and
devices. Human assistants can reduce stress
and fear in such an environment but often
take over the operating role of students with
VI. Hence, a “smart assistant” with the ability
to provide all procedural information step by
step, answer general questions, perform calculations, assist in acquiring and recording
experimental data, and monitor the status of
a measurement device is needed.
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Unlike the aforementioned approaches, an
artificial intelligence (AI)-based “smart
assistant” can improve the accessibility of
the laboratory environment while maintaining the operating role of students with VI.
AI is proving itself to be a robust, innovative
21st-century technology that has boundless
applications in today’s world. In the arena of
science education, the use of AI in the science
laboratory is in its infancy. The greatest difference between traditional AT tools and AI
tools is whether the software or devices are
equipped with self-learning abilities. Tools
with self-learning abilities can provide a
more interactive learning experience and
continually improve themselves based on
user interactions. We developed the MSU
Denver Virtual Laboratory Assistant (VLA)
using multiple Amazon Web Services (AWS),
an Alexa smart speaker, and a microcontroller (Raspberry Pi) connected to other lab
devices. The VLA is equipped with all public
Amazon Alexa skills and one new self-developed Alexa skill designed for general science
laboratory work. All Amazon Alexa skills can
constantly improve themselves while being
used by numerous Amazon customers every
day. The self-developed skill enables VLA to
read and interpret the traditional laboratory
document, thus generating interactive voice
responses to assist the laboratory work.
In this paper, we introduce the related tools,
hardware, and AWS services used in our work
and explain how they were utilized to build
the VLA. We also describe the unique features we have designed for our VLA, which
make it adaptable to different lab procedures
and compatible with other electronic devices.
Finally, conclusions and future work directions are given.

2. DESIGN OF THE VIRTUAL LAB
ASSISTANT
2.1 Overview of Virtual Lab Assistant
The VLA system consists of four main components working together to create a single
cohesive tool that greatly improves the accessibility of the laboratory environment. These
components include an Alexa smart speaker,
a custom Alexa Skill that acts as a virtual
AI lab assistant, a Talking LabQuest (TLQ)
which allows for accessible data collection
and statistical analysis (“Talking labquest”,
n.d.), and a Raspberry Pi which allows the
Alexa Skill to interact with the TLQ, effectively connecting all the components together.
The Alexa skill contains all of the software
making up the VLA. This skill code is hosted
in an AWS Lambda rather than a server, thus
allowing the software to be easily maintained
with no server upkeep. The skill has several
intents that allow students to perform various
lab tasks with the assistance of the VLA
tool. Students use an Alexa smart speaker
(or any smart device such as a smartphone)
to provide verbal input to the VLA skill. The
input is passed through the Utterance Profiler,
which allows the VLA to infer which intent
to trigger based on example phrases defined
in the intent schema. This allows students to
interact with the VLA using natural language
rather than memorizing specific keywords or
phrases. It has the ability to dictate a lab procedure one step at a time, to pause until the
student is ready, to list required materials, to
provide guidance on using the tool, to navigate the lab procedure, etc. Custom laboratory procedures can be entered into our VLA
Readable Format and uploaded, allowing the
tool to be used with any lab procedure. A
Raspberry Pi microcontroller acts as an Alexa
Gadget and serves as a connection between
3
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the TLQ, the VLA tool, and the Alexa smart
speaker, thus allowing hands-free control of
the TLQ. Together, these four components
work in conjunction as a Virtual Lab Assistant System to create an accessible laboratory environment. The overall design of the
VLA system enables hands-free control in a
science lab environment, which is ideal for
students with VI.
2.2 Tools Used in the VLA
Alexa Skills
Alexa Skills are voice-enabled apps for
Alexa. Anyone can build a custom skill by
creating an Amazon developer account and
using the Alexa Skills Kit (“Alexa Skills Kit,”
n.d.). Skills can be uploaded to the Alexa Skill
Store, where they can be enabled and used on
any person’s Amazon Alexa account.
Intents, Utterances, and Slots
Intents, utterances, and slots are the tools
used to build an interaction model between
a user and an Alexa skill. An Alexa Skill is a
collection of intents and slots which are triggered by user utterances. An intent defines the
intended action for the Alexa skill to execute.
A student could ask the VLA to begin a lab,
triggering the begin lab intent which would
read the first step in the lab procedure. Slots
allow for variable information to be included

Figure 1. Example of Alexa Interaction
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in the intent. They are optional arguments
that further define the functionality of an
intent. An example interaction is illustrated
in Figure 1, in which the user triggers a “get
status” intent that returns the status of a lab
device. A pH sensor slot could be added as a
slot to this intent allowing the user to get the
status of the pH sensor specifically.
Currently, there are 12 intents and two slots
which are listed in Table 1. There is a “material” slot that allows a student to specify a
piece of lab equipment and a “LabTitle” slot
that allows the user to specify which lab to
open.
We plan on adding support for intents such as
calculate, verify answers, check status, and
ask TLQ, which will have many slots that
will allow for verbal control of the TLQ using
the VLA Alexa skill.
Intents are defined in a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) structure called the intent schema.
The intent schema outlines the intents and slots
of the skill as well as examples of what phrases
should trigger each intent. The intent schema
only defines the basic details of the skill’s
intents. The JavaScript (JS) skill code, which
implements the functionality of the intents, is
not part of the intent schema but exists in an
AWS Lambda and is executed on demand.
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Table 1. Supported Intents of the VLA
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Figure 2. Structure of the VLA System and Control of an Accessible Device

Utterance Profiler Application Programming Interface (API)
Using the sample utterances defined for the
skill’s intents, a natural language processing
(NLP) model was trained to learn what similar
phrases should trigger an intent. Because the
tool infers what intent to trigger based on
what the user says, the user is able to engage
in a natural dialog with the VLA without the
need to memorize specific key phrases. This
makes the tool more natural and less intimidating for students to use. To test the interaction model of the VLA skill, Amazon’s
Utterance Profiler API was used (“Utterance
Profiler API,” n.d.). The Utterance Profiler is
given a set of phrases and returns the considered intents to trigger. The sample utterances
can then be updated to ensure the correct
intent is triggered for a given utterance.
AWS Lambda
The AWS Lambda is a serverless computing platform that runs code on demand
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in response to an event (“AWS Lambda,”
n.d.). In the context of the VLA, the triggering event would be the invocation of a skill
intent. All skill code is hosted in an AWS
lambda. This eliminates the need for any
private servers and results in an easily maintained application.
Alexa Gadgets and Raspberry Pi
Alexa Gadgets are devices that can be controlled via Alexa (smart devices). Using Amazon’s Alexa Gadget Toolkit, anyone can turn
any device into an Alexa Gadget (“Understand the Alexa Gadgets,” n.d.). Gadgets can
be accessed from an Alexa skill and information can be shared between the gadget and
the skill.
Rather than making the TLQ an Alexa
Gadget, we choose to use a Raspberry
Pi (Raspberry Pi Zero W) to act as an
Alexa Gadget (“Alexa-Gadgets-RaspberryPi,” n.d.). The Raspberry Pi will then control
the TLQ via a micro-USB to USB cable.
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Since the TLQ is controllable via a keyboard,
the Raspberry Pi will be defined as a USB
device so that it can act as a keyboard and
send keypresses to the TLQ.
Structure of the VLA System
The user prepares the Echo or smart device to
receive an utterance by using the wake word.
They can then ask Alexa to perform a task,
such as launching the VLA skill. Once the
VLA skill is launched, a line of communication is opened between the Alexa Cloud and
the Skill code contained in the AWS Lambda.
This allows students to interact with our
custom VLA software through the Alexa
Smart speaker interface. The user can then
give the Echo device a directive which will
be relayed through the Alexa cloud to the
skill code lambda where it can be processed.
Usually, blind students use a USB keyboard
to navigate the menus of the TLQ. While
many blind students are proficient with keyboards, the interaction could be improved if
students were also provided with an option
to use their voice. Rather than the students
directly using a keyboard to control the TLQ,
we are developing a method that allows students to control the TLQ using their voice.
This is done using an Alexa smart speaker,
custom code in the VLA skill code, and a
Raspberry Pi microcontroller that will send
simulated keypresses when triggered by the
custom VLA skill code. At the same time, the
Raspberry Pi will also act as an Alexa Gadget
so that it can communicate with the Alexa
cloud and smart speaker. The key presses
will be simulated using custom scripts and
triggered by various VLA skill intents and
slots. That is, certain phrases are mapped to
certain keyboard presses, allowing the user to
navigate the TLQ menus using Alexa. This

provides a direct method of controlling the
TLQ audibly in a hands-free manner. When
the user provides Alexa with an utterance,
it is relayed over Wi-Fi to the Alexa Cloud
where natural language processing algorithms and the Utterance Profiler determine
what was said and which intent/slot should
be triggered in the VLA skill code. The skill
code then returns directives/events to the
Alexa Cloud. These directives could be audio
responses from the skill or a directive to be
passed to the Raspberry Pi. If it is a directive for the Raspberry Pi, it will be passed to
the Alexa Echo device over Wi-Fi, then to the
Raspberry Pi over Bluetooth. The Raspberry
Pi will then simulate certain keypresses to
navigate the menus of the TLQ via a microUSB to USB cable.
The adaptability of the VLA System The VLA Readable Format
The VLA was designed to improve the lab
experience of students with VI and eventually improve the accessibility of science education in general. Thus, the VLA must be
flexible enough that users can implement it in
their general laboratory work without any AI
or software knowledge. To accomplish this
goal, we designed the VLA with the ability
to read lab files and interpret the contents.
Any general lab procedure can be interpreted
if written under our well-defined file format,
“VLA Readable Format.” The VLA Readable Format is in the style of a markup language and relies on tags to tell the VLA what
it should do with a given section of the lab
document.
There are two kinds of tags: opening and
closing. Opening tags are denoted by surrounding the tag name with the < and >
symbols. Closing tags are denoted similarly
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Table 2. Supported Tokens in VLA Readable Format

but with a forward slash immediately following the < symbol. This is similar to other
markup languages such as HTML or XML.
For example, to define a task in the lab procedure, the appropriate syntax would be
<task> … *task contents* ... </task>. The
grouping of an opening tag, the closing tag,
and the contents between the tags is called
a block. Some blocks support the nesting
of other blocks, i.e., subtask blocks can be
nested inside of task blocks. Blocks are the
foundational bricks from which VLA-readable documents are constructed. All text in a
VLA-readable document, with the exclusion
of comments, is contained within a block.
A VLA-readable document is first passed
through a Lexer. The job of the Lexer is to
extract the tokens which make up the file and
place them in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) list.
The order of the tokens in the FIFO list is the
8

same order as they appear in the file. Tokens
are the most basic elements of a VLA-readable document. In its current state, the VLA
Readable Format has seven tokens.
We plan to add an expression token that will
be inside of an equation block. These expressions will be written in either MathML or
LaTeX and will have their own tokens, lexicography, grammar, and parsing rules.
The rules for extracting tokens can be stated
using a deterministic finite-state machine
(FSM). The goal of a deterministic FSM is
to accept or reject a string of symbols by proceeding through a finite sequence of states
which is uniquely determined by the string.
States and accept states are denoted graphically by a circle and a circle inside a circle,
respectively.
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Figure 3. Finite-state Machine (FSM) of the VLA Readable Format Design
Table 3. Context-free Grammar for VLA

If at any time, a symbol is encountered and
there is a corresponding path transiting the
current state to another state, the path is taken,
regardless of whether the state is an accept
state or not. If the FSM is in a state and a
symbol is encountered with no arrow leaving
that state, then if the finite-state machine is
in an accept state, it simply accepts. Otherwise, an error would occur, and the string is

rejected. A rejected string in the context of
the VLA Readable Format would be a syntax
error and the VLA would not accept the file
as a valid lab document. Note the # symbol is
not a token but can be used in a VLA-readable
document to denote a comment. Comments
are ignored during parsing and are used to
clarify things for any human who is reading
or editing a VLA-readable document.
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Table 4. Currently supported block and sub-block types in VLA Readable Format.

After the Lexer places all tokens into a FIFO
list, the Parser is responsible for interpreting sequences of tokens. The rules placed on
the sequence of tokens are collectively called
grammar. The VLA Readable Format has
simple grammar. All text in the file must be
enclosed in a block, i.e., within an opening
and closing tag. Sub-blocks can be nested
inside other blocks and include the section,
task, and subtask block.
A VLA-readable document is made up of a list
of blocks that themselves may contain subblocks. Currently, there are six block types
10

and 3 sub-block types. We plan on expanding
this in the future to allow for more customization when writing a lab in the VLA Readable Format. All text tokens from the procedure, section, task, and subtask blocks are
placed into a last-in-first-out (LIFO) stack,
called the procedure stack, in the reverse
order from which they appear in the VLA
readable document. Each of these text tokens
is considered a step to be completed in the lab
procedure. After the VLA readable lab has
been parsed, a student will be able to navigate the procedure by using the “next step”
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The contents of tags are parsed from the
VLA-readable file and handled accordingly.
For instance, all task tags will be stored in
a list within the AWS Lambda. Students
can then navigate the tasks by saying, “next
step,” “previous step,” etc. When a student
navigates tasks, the VLA will announce the
task number and read the related instruction
defined within the task tag.

Figure 4. Structure of VLA readable document.

and “previous step” intents in the Alexa skill.
When the “next step” intent is triggered, the
current step (the top of the procedure stack) is
popped from the stack, set as the current step,
and read aloud by the VLA. When the “next
step” intent is triggered again, the current
step is pushed onto a completed stack, and
the new top of the procedure task is popped,
set as the current step, and read aloud by the
VLA. The step marked as the current step is
the only step that is ever read allowed by the
VLA. When the “previous step” intent is triggered, the current step is pushed back onto
the procedure stack and the top of the completed stack is popped, set as the current step,
and read aloud by the VLA. The VLA will
inform the student if there are no previous or
next steps, and neither stack will change.

A guideline file, “VLA Readable Format
Guide,” has also been developed, providing
explicit directions on creating and uploading
a file, including the syntax, schemas, and recommended style to keep files consistent for
readability and future maintainability. Educators can simply follow the VLA Readable
Format Guide to create the lab documents
according to the lab contents and import
them to the VLA before the lab. The VLA
simply gets more knowledgeable about different lab procedures for every document that
is imported. No preparation work is needed
for students before the lab. With the VLA
Readable Format Guide, it requires no technical knowledge to produce and upload VLAreadable files to the VLA system. Having the
VLA Readable Format designed and implemented, the adaptability of the VLA system
is improved greatly.
2.3 VLA System Demonstration
The VLA system was demonstrated to about
20 blind high-school and college-age students participating in a summer youth training program offered by the Colorado Center
for the Blind. Several of these students had
taken STEM laboratory courses in the past
and had encountered many of the barriers described early on in this paper. These
students agreed that, had the VLA had
been available for their previous laboratory
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Figure 5. An example of a procedure in VLA Readable Format (left) and the
resulting document parsing (right)

courses, it would have provided a more independent and hands-on experience. The VLA
system was also demonstrated in a presentation at the 2020 Inclusion in Science Learning a New Direction (ISLAND) Conference
on disability and STEM, where it received a
lot of positive feedback and comments. Additionally, the VLA system was demonstrated
in internal meetings at the Sensing, Machine
Vision, and Robotics Lab at University of
Colorado Denver, and the company Independence Science.
After the tool was successfully built and
tested, the source code of the developed VLA
tool was released to GitHub and shared with
the public (Watters, J. n.d.). The instruction
documents, VLA Readable Format Guide,
and a sample laboratory procedure in the
VLA Readable Format are shared with the
director of the Chemistry lab at the Metropolitan State University of Denver for trial
usage. We plan on developing more in-depth
testing of the tool where students will actually complete labs with and without the tool
and provide feedback. This will help us characterize how this tool enhances the experience of students in the lab and will help us
identify issues with the software.
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2.4 Future Directions
One of the many difficulties visually impaired
students face in the laboratory is recording
data in Excel spreadsheets. While there are
currently various tools to aid these students
with creating and managing spreadsheets,
Excel can be a difficult and unnatural tool
to use with screen readers as they only tell
the user what is in the spreadsheet but offer
no direct way to edit it hands-free. We plan
on adding several intents to the skill code
that would provide Excel or Google Sheets
support to the VLA tool. Students would be
able to create, edit, and save spreadsheets
to their Google Drive account which can
be linked to the VLA skill (“Understand
Account Linking,” n.d.). This will provide
students a completely hands-free method of
organizing lab data.
Although the VLA tool was designed with
visually impaired students in mind, we feel
the tool can be useful for any student in the
lab. As such, we would like to add more features to help all students with their lab work.
Additional features that benefit all students
could be some general knowledge science
database, such as a periodic table. Students
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could ask for the atomic number/weight of
certain elements, if an element is a metal, etc.
We also plan on extending the features of the
VLA Readable Format to support a simple
subset of MathML or LaTeX so that equations can be added into VLA-readable documents. The MathML / LaTeX code would be
embedded in a new tag called the equation
tag. Additionally, a new “calculate” intent
would be added to the VLA Skill code that
would allow students to plug values into the
equation. The VLA would then compute the
solution and speak it back to the user.

Excel spreadsheets and the completion of calculations using provided equations. In these
ways, our tool greatly increases the accessibility of science labs for the blind and gives
students an intuitive method of performing
lab work. In conjunction with the TLQ and
other accessible tools, our tool improves the
lab experience of students with VI, allowing them to take control of their own learning in the lab with minimal aid from sighted
lab partners.

Currently, labs must be uploaded directly to
the VLA AWS Lambda. This is obviously
not ideal as it would be impractical to give all
educators access to the skill code. Therefore,
we would like to have a system that allows
universities to connect a Google Drive to
the tool where all VLA-readable labs would
be uploaded. Different classes could then be
defined, and labs uploaded to the corresponding folders. We envision students being able
to then enable the VLA tool on their Amazon
Alexa account and subscribe to courses using
a course invitation code or something similar.
3. CONCLUSION
Our VLA system provides students with a
virtual assistant in the lab which can be controlled using natural language rather than
memorizing specific keywords or phrases. It
can also dictate arbitrary lab procedures at
the same pace that students complete their
lab work by pausing after each step until the
student asks to move on to the next task. It
provides students the ability to control laboratory equipment in a completely independent
manner via voice command. We are currently
developing additional capabilities, including
the voice-controlled creation and editing of
13
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